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                Xodo: Scan, Read & Edit PDFs Description

                
                    Transform your PDFs. Get your work done quickly with Xodo's all-in-one PDF editor and reader with over 30+ features - all available on your iPhone or iPad. Safely store and sync your files on your iCloud, OneDrive, Google Drive and Dropbox so you can easily view, edit, convert, e-sign and compress your files anytime, anywhere on your device.  
 
Edit PDFs: 
Intuitive, easy-to-use PDF editor for any user in mind. 
• Compress PDF: Quickly reduce PDF file size for ease of sharing 
• Flatten PDF: All annotations in PDF like fillable forms will be locked and merged into a single layer for protection  
• Rotate & crop PDF: Add, remove, rearrange, rotate, crop PDF pages with ease 
• Split & extract PDF: Instantly split PDF or extract pages to a new PDF file 
• Create new PDF: Create PDFs from scratch or use one of our ready-made templates and edit file 
 
Scan PDFs:
Seamlessly scan images and save as PDFs. 
• PDF scanner: Scan image with your camera or open an existing image or file and save as a new PDF   
• Edit scanned PDF: Edit, annotate, send your documents to iCloud, share via AirDrop, or any available app on your device 
  
Fill & Sign PDF Forms: 
Fill out, sign, and share your PDF forms. 
• Create your e-signature: E-sign your documents by hand or type in your signature, and save to reuse for later 
• Stylus-friendly: Supports Apple Pencil  
  
Convert PDFs: 
Convert files to PDF in seconds. 
• PDF converter: Convert any MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) to PDF, iWork (Pages, Numbers, Keynote) to PDF  
• Additional file formats: Convert JPG to PDF, PNG to PDF, PDF to JPG, PDF to PNG 
 
View & print PDFs:  
Quick and convenient PDF reader for e-books, reports, digital planner. 
• Viewing mode: View in light, dark, and sepia color modes for comfort reading 
• Bookmark feature: Tag your favorite PDF pages  
• Multiple tabs: Use tabs to work across multiple PDF documents 
• Print PDFs directly from your device 
 • Fully searchable text: Search text within PDF to save time  
 
Annotate & Draw PDFs: 
 Utilize Xodo's annotation tools configured to you.  
• Fully-featured mark-up tools: Add images, links, stamp or highlight text directly on PDF documents 
• Arrange pages: Thumbnail browser for deleting pages, extracting, and inserting pages 
• Scrolling mode: See all annotations at a glance with the touch of your finger 
 
Store & Manage Files Securely: 
Integrate with popular cloud apps and safely store your important files so you can pick up where you left off. 
• Built-in file manager: Rename, copy, move, or delete docs and folders locally   
• Cloud integration: Sync your files directly on iCloud, OneDrive, Google Drive and Dropbox to view in multiple devices 
• Protected features: Protect your PDF files with password encryption and unlock your protected PDF with PDF password remover tool 
  
Upgrade to Xodo Pro Subscription: 
Get unlimited access to all 30+ tools with custom toolbar for quick access. Shared subscription across mobile, desktop, and web.  
• Free trial available in supported regions 
• Convert PDF to MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) 
• Remove sensitive content with PDF Redaction tool  
• High compression file size 
• Easily merge multiple documents to a single PDF 
• Create fillable PDF forms to fill out and sign while you're on the go 
• Support Smart pen to streamline and enhance note taking experience 
• Annotate in Reader mode - When viewing a PDF in reader mode, you can highlight, underline and strikeout text. 
• View and manage files with nesting layers - PDFs that include multi-level layers can be viewed individually 
•  Scanned images can save as PDFs with searchable text (OCR) option 
• Flexible monthly and annual subscription options 
• Cancel anytime 
 
For Support and Feedback:  
support@xodo.com 
 
Visit Homepage: 
xodo.com 
  
Xodo is powered by Apryse | https://apryse.com
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                    Xodo: Scan, Read & Edit PDFs 8.0.0 Update                

                
                    2024-03-14
                                            Version History
                                    

                
                    Design Update - Refreshed home screens with the latest Xodo design system to improve user experience
Performance Improvement - App crash fix, Document saving bug fix
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                            8.0.0
                            2024-03-14
                        

                        Design Update - Refreshed home screens with the latest Xodo design system to improve user experience
Performance Improvement - App crash fix, Document saving bug fix

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.5.1
                            2024-02-14
                        

                        Tip Center - Find useful guides on the latest Xodo feature in Settings page
Performance Improvement - Login bug fix, settings bug fix, and more

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.5.0
                            2024-02-05
                        

                        Tip Center - Find useful guides on the latest Xodo feature in Settings page
Performance Improvement - Ink tool bug fix, text annotation bug fix, and more

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.2.5
                            2023-10-02
                        

                        Update app usability with latest UX improvements and bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.2.4
                            2023-08-17
                        

                        - Insert multiple images at once with the Image Stamp Tool
- Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.2.3
                            2023-07-28
                        

                        - Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.2.2
                            2023-07-20
                        

                        - Quickly perform document actions directly from the viewer
- Export annotated pages from a PDF
- Export a PDF to Office formats
- Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.2.1
                            2023-06-27
                        

                        - Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.2.0
                            2023-06-16
                        

                        - New OCR scanner action
- Image to PDF now has option to perform OCR and high compression
- Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.1.3
                            2023-05-18
                        

                        - Fixed issue where editing Apple Pencil annotation would not work properly
- Fixed issue where "Processed Files" would not show in the Files app
- Fixed issue where file deletion would not work in Processed Files

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.1.2
                            2023-05-17
                        

                        - Fixed issue where editing Apple Pencil annotation would not work properly
- Fixed issue where "Processed Files" would not show in the Files app
- Fixed issue where file deletion would not work in Processed Files

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.1.1
                            2023-04-19
                        

                        It's now even easier to open new tabs in Xodo!
Just open the tab list and select Add Tab to open a new file.

This release also includes performance improvements when scrolling through your files.

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.1.0
                            2023-03-27
                        

                        - New Files tab in the bottom navigation making it easier to access all your files
- New Processed Files in Files tab making it easier to find documents you've worked on
- Improved flow for creating new documents and opening documents from another app
- Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.0.3
                            2023-03-15
                        

                        - Fixed a crash when using View & Edit action

                    

                                    
                        
                            7.0.2
                            2023-02-23
                        

                        - Xodo now remembers which document you were viewing
- Xodo can now open files shared from other apps

                    

                                    
                        
                            6.3.1
                            2022-09-12
                        

                        Minor bug fixes and enhancements.

                    

                                    
                        
                            6.3.0
                            2022-07-27
                        

                        Introducing Xodo Pro account. Supercharge your document experience across all your devices.

                    

                                    
                        
                            6.2.1
                            2022-06-09
                        

                        - New features:
 - Annotation snapping makes it easy to align annotations with each other.
 - The eraser can now be resized.

- Bug fixes:
 - Last page opened is restored when coming back to a document, and (new feature) so is the exact zoom/scroll position.
 - Eliminates lags.
 - Eliminates a crash when using reader mode.
 - Other bug fixes.

                    

                                    
                        
                            6.2.0
                            2022-06-08
                        

                        - New features:
 - Annotation snapping makes it easy to align annotations with each other.
 - The eraser can now be resized.

- Bug fixes:
 - Last page opened is restored when coming back to a document, and (new feature) so is the exact zoom/scroll position.
 - Eliminates lags.
 - Eliminates a crash when using reader mode.
 - Other bug fixes.

                    

                                    
                        
                            6.1.0
                            2022-05-18
                        

                        - Text annotations now support alignment (left, center right; top, middle bottom)
- Signatures can now be typed (as well as drawn and using an image)
- Notes can now be viewed and edited on text annotations viewed in reader mode (Pro).
- Bug fixes.

                    

                                    
                        
                            6.0.3
                            2022-04-12
                        

                        6.0.0:
Xodo has added powerful new features with a "Pro" subscription, now on sale for a limited time. All previously released features are available for free as before.

New Pro Features:

- Convert PDF to Word, Excel, PowerPoint and HTML
- A Favorites Toolbar
- A Redaction Toolbar
- A PDF Form Builder Toolbar
- Annotate in Reader Mode
- Edit PDF Outline
- A "Smart Pen" that will automatically highlight when used over text, and draw ink when not
- Add pages from another PDF
- Export a file-size reduced copy
- Export a permanently cropped copy
- Nested Layers Controls

New free features:

- Document scanner
- Fill and sign toolbar
- Speak highlighted text
- Duplicate pages in the thumbnail viewer
- Rotate text annotations
- Create custom rubber stamps
- Bookmark pages from main viewing screen
- Area and Perimeter measurement labels

6.0.1:
- Bug fixes for PDF outline view

6.0.2:
- fix for text annotations

6.0.3:
- fix for Apple Pencil usage
- fix for a delay between the free trial ending and the pro subscription beginning

                    

                                    
                        
                            6.0.2
                            2022-04-06
                        

                        - fix for text annotations

6.0.1:
- Bug fixes for PDF outline view

6.0.0:
Xodo has added powerful new features with a "Pro" subscription, now on sale for a limited time. All previously released features are available for free as before.

New Pro Features:

- Convert PDF to Word, Excel, PowerPoint and HTML
- A Favorites Toolbar
- A Redaction Toolbar
- A PDF Form Builder Toolbar
- Annotate in Reader Mode
- Edit PDF Outline
- A "Smart Pen" that will automatically highlight when used over text, and draw ink when not
- Add pages from another PDF
- Export a file-size reduced copy
- Export a permanently cropped copy
- Nested Layers Controls

New free features:

- Document scanner
- Fill and sign toolbar
- Speak highlighted text
- Duplicate pages in the thumbnail viewer
- Rotate text annotations
- Create custom rubber stamps
- Bookmark pages from main viewing screen
- Area and Perimeter measurement labels

                    

                                    
                        
                            6.0.1
                            2022-04-05
                        

                        6.0.1:
- Bug fixes for PDF outline view

6.0.0:

Xodo has added powerful new features with a "Pro" subscription, now on sale for a limited time. All previously released features are available for free as before.

New Pro Features:

- Convert PDF to Word, Excel, PowerPoint and HTML
- A Favorites Toolbar
- A Redaction Toolbar
- A PDF Form Builder Toolbar
- Annotate in Reader Mode
- Edit PDF Outline
- A "Smart Pen" that will automatically highlight when used over text, and draw ink when not
- Add pages from another PDF
- Export a file-size reduced copy
- Export a permanently cropped copy
- Nested Layers Controls

New free features:

- Document scanner
- Fill and sign toolbar
- Speak highlighted text
- Duplicate pages in the thumbnail viewer
- Rotate text annotations
- Create custom rubber stamps
- Bookmark pages from main viewing screen
- Area and Perimeter measurement labels

                    

                                    
                        
                            6.0.0
                            2022-03-28
                        

                        Xodo has added powerful new features with a "Pro" subscription, now on sale for a limited time. All previously released features are available for free as before.

New Pro Features:

- Convert PDF to Word, Excel, PowerPoint and HTML
- A Favorites Toolbar
- A Redaction Toolbar
- A PDF Form Builder Toolbar
- Annotate in Reader Mode
- Edit PDF Outline
- A "Smart Pen" that will automatically highlight when used over text, and draw ink when not
- Add pages from another PDF
- Export a file-size reduced copy
- Export a permanently cropped copy
- Nested Layers Controls

New free features:

- Document scanner
- Fill and sign toolbar
- Speak highlighted text
- Duplicate pages in the thumbnail viewer
- Rotate text annotations
- Create custom rubber stamps
- Bookmark pages from main viewing screen
- Area and Perimeter measurement labels

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.8.2
                            2021-11-06
                        

                        - Restores the feedback button's functionality (found at the bottom of the app settings screen).

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.7.3
                            2021-09-20
                        

                        - Bug Fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.3.1
                            2020-12-16
                        

                        Bug fixes in 5.3.1:
- It is again possible to make text annotations at smaller font sizes.
- If the toolbars are hidden, using the Apple Pencil will not cause them to appear.

New in 5.3.0:
- Annotations can now optionally be created by the Apple Pencil only. This will enable full palm rejection, and allow you to use a single finger to scroll, while continuing to annotate with the Apple Pencil. (Bluetooth permission required to check that the Apple Pencil is paired.)
- Shape annotations can now be created with a single finger tap
- Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.3.0
                            2020-12-05
                        

                        - Annotations can now optionally be created by the Apple Pencil only. This will enable full palm rejection, and allow you to use a single finger to scroll, while continuing to annotate with the Apple Pencil. (Bluetooth permission required to check that the Apple Pencil is paired.)
- Shape annotations can now be created with a single finger tap
- Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.2.0
                            2020-10-30
                        

                        This release adds:
- A new editing bar above the keyboard when creating or editing a free-text annotations.
- Tapping on a selected free-text annotation will begin editing it
- When editing a free-text annotation, its height will expand vertically for new lines of text

Bug fixes:
- Annotation style presets are now saved and restored properly between app sessions

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.1.0
                            2020-10-23
                        

                        Concurrent annotating and reading is now a seamless experience:
- Scroll and zoom using 2 fingers while using any annotation tool.
- Select and edit other annotations without leaving the current annotation tool.

Apple highlights are more realistic:
- Apple markup/pencil highlights can now be saved to the document in a more realistic way.
   See the setting "Apple Highlighter Mode" to toggle this behavior.

Bug fixes:
- Inks are saved into the document even without finishing the ink when backgrounding the app
- Slight pause after creating an annotation has been eliminated

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.9
                            2020-10-17
                        

                        New in Xodo 5.0:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- Colour management is now on by default and can be turned on and off with a setting
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotations

This version contains fixes for the following issues:
- Fixes an issue with Apple Markup annotation creation on iPhone devices
- Documents will open on last page read
- Ink annotations will be saved if a tab is closed without completing the ink annotation

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.8
                            2020-10-15
                        

                        New in Xodo 5.0:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- Colour management is now on by default and can be turned on and off with a setting
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotations

This version contains fixes for the following issues:
- Fixes an issue with Apple Markup annotation creation on iPhone devices
- Other bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.7
                            2020-09-26
                        

                        New in Xodo 5.0:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- Colour management is now on by default and can be turned on and off with a setting
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotations

This version contains fixes for the following issues:
- Not able to open files from the document browser
- Fixes some colours appear too saturated, or text too light
- Other bug fixes.

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.6
                            2020-09-24
                        

                        New in Xodo 5.0:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotations

This version contains fixes for the following issues:
- Not able to open files from the document browser
Fixes for other issues are also included in this version

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.5
                            2020-09-23
                        

                        New in Xodo 5.0:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotations

This version contains fixes for the following issues:
- Not able to open files from the document browser

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.4
                            2020-09-15
                        

                        NEW:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotations

Bug Fixes:
- Rearranged tools in the annotation toolbar are now remembered between sessions

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.3
                            2020-09-10
                        

                        NEW:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotation

Bug Fixes:
- Fixes an issue with viewer tabs when the app is re-opened
- Fixes an issue with free-text annotations appearing rotated on some pages
- Fixes an issue with undo-ing Apple Pencil drawings
- Previously opened tabs are restored when the app is reopened
- Asian characters no longer sometimes appear squished
- Other bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.2
                            2020-09-05
                        

                        NEW:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotation

Bug Fixes:
- Fixes an issue with free-text annotations on rotated pages
- Fixes an issue with undo-ing Apple Pencil drawings
- Previously opened tabs are restored when the app is reopened
- Asian characters no longer sometimes appear squished
- Other bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.1
                            2020-09-02
                        

                        NEW:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotation

Bug Fixes:
- Fixes an issue with undo-ing Apple Pencil drawings
- Previously opened tabs are restored when the app is reopened
- Asian characters no longer sometimes appear squished
- Other bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            5.0.0
                            2020-08-23
                        

                        NEW:
- All new annotation toolbar system, with several pre-built toolbars with multiple presets
- FreeText annotations now support different fonts, and emoji
- Can display PDFs in sepia
- Ability to create callout annotation

Bug Fixes:
- Asian characters no longer sometimes appear squished
- Other bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.4.4
                            2020-06-13
                        

                        - Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.4.3
                            2020-05-30
                        

                        - Fixes a bug where large cloud-based files could fail to save changes.

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.4.2
                            2020-03-10
                        

                        + The ability to save multiple signatures (includes a new fix from the last version)
+ A freehand highlighter tool
+ Improved conversion from Office
+ The ability to open XPS files
+ Fix for zoom problems while using an Apple Pencil (includes a new fix from the last version)

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.4.1
                            2020-03-07
                        

                        + The ability to save multiple signatures
+ A freehand highlighter tool
+ Improved conversion from Office
+ The ability to open XPS files
+ Fix for zoom problems while using an Apple Pencil

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.4.0
                            2020-02-29
                        

                        - Merge PDFs
- Copy/paste annotations
- Add blank pages with lines/grid/music
- Export a PDF as a copy or a flattened copy
- Double tap and drag to zoom (like in Maps)
- Flatten individual annotations (bake them into the PDF so that they're not user-editable)
- Crop image stamps

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.3.0
                            2020-01-07
                        

                        - New customizable toolbar
- Fix for remembering last page read
- Fix for Reader Mode on iPhones

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.2.1
                            2019-12-03
                        

                        - Fixes reader mode for iPads running iPadOS 13.

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.2.0
                            2019-11-27
                        

                        - New button layout, giving one-touch access to reader mode and ink annotations (adjustable in the settings)
- Can add images as new pages using the thumbnail browser.
- New text search UI
- New settings (found under gear icon at top of file browser)
- New icons
- Restores opening files to last page read
- Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.1.1
                            2019-11-06
                        

                        New in 4.1.1:
- Eraser will now erase all annotations as objects, including Apple markup.
- Bug fixes for Office files.

New in 4.1.0:
- Improved quality of Apple (PencilKit) markup annotations.
- Xodo now has a new settings panel to customize how Xodo works for you. Click the gear icon at the top left of the file browser.
- Bookmark/Outline/Annotation lists are shown next to the document on iPads.
- Thumbnail view can now filter to show only annotated or bookmarked pages.
- Choose where to save your document when importing PDFs from other apps.
- Full support for iOS 13 text selection gestures.
- Annotations are now selected more quickly when tapped.
- Annotations selected from the list select the annotation rather than flash it.
- Annotations are now more easily precisely repositioned.
- A number of stylistic improvements.
- A number of bug fixes.

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.1.0
                            2019-11-01
                        

                        - Improved quality of Apple (PencilKit) markup annotations.
- Xodo now has a new settings panel to customize how Xodo works for you. Click the gear icon at the top left of the file browser.
- Bookmark/Outline/Annotation lists are shown next to the document on iPads.
- Thumbnail view can now filter to show only annotated or bookmarked pages.
- Choose where to save your document when importing PDFs from other apps.
- Full support for iOS 13 text selection gestures.
- Annotations are now selected more quickly when tapped.
- Annotations selected from the list select the annotation rather than flash it.
- Annotations are now more easily precisely repositioned.
- A number of stylistic improvements.
- A number of bug fixes.

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.0.1
                            2019-10-09
                        

                        4.0.1:
- The Apple Pencil will immediately add ink to a document without presenting the pencil tool/color UI.
- Small UI improvements
- Minor bug fixes
4.0.0:
- Support for Apple's beautiful new inking tools
- Full support for iOS 13 dark mode
- A new thumbnail slider bar
- Annotation selection improvements
- Ability to open the viewer from the file browser without opening a new document
- The annotation list now uses color-coded icons
- Can convert images taken with the device camera to PDF
- A number of other UI improvements
- Fixes a number of crashes

                    

                                    
                        
                            4.0.0
                            2019-10-03
                        

                        - Support for Apple's beautiful new inking tools
- Full support for iOS 13 dark mode
- A new thumbnail slider bar
- Annotation selection improvements
- Ability to open the viewer from the file browser without opening a new document
- The annotation list now uses color-coded icons
- Can convert images taken with the device camera to PDF
- A number of other UI improvements
- Fixes a number of crashes

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.5.2
                            2019-09-26
                        

                        - Supports dark mode on iOS 13
- Fixes ink tool on iOS 13

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.5.1
                            2019-09-11
                        

                        - Restores the ability to open files from Google Drive
- UI improvements

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.5.0
                            2019-08-29
                        

                        - Document thumbnail view supports adding blank pages and rotating pages (in addition to deletion and page rearranging)
- Support for selecting/moving/resizing multiple annotations at once
- It is now possible to undo/redo after backgrounding the app
- Color picker behavior and style improvements
- Improvements to reader mode with images
- Fixes possible crashes after resuming app from the background

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.4.1
                            2019-08-21
                        

                        - Important bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.4.0
                            2019-08-14
                        

                        - Split screen support on iPad
- Reader mode now includes images

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.3.0
                            2019-07-26
                        

                        + Undo/redo support. (Shake device to undo or redo)
+ Text search highlights all visible results.
+ Date, time, and numeric form fields now a picker specific to the data type.
+ Support for "grouped" annotations.
+ Improved support for opening .docx, .pptx and .xlsx.
+ Bug fix to re-enable night mode.

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.2.0
                            2019-07-19
                        

                        - Support for keyboard shortcuts
- Support for Apple Pencil
- Can rotate image stamps
- Improved signature pane with color selections
- Measurement tools can now be calibrated
- Ability to turn on and off PDF layers (OCG layers)
- Numerous bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.1.4
                            2019-05-18
                        

                        - Bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.1.3
                            2019-05-07
                        

                        New:
- image stamp
- measuring tools
- bug fixes

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.1.2
                            2014-01-30
                        

                        - Can open Office (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) and image files.
- File attachments can be opened and added to documents.
- New text search displays a list of all search results in a document.
- Fixes a bug where sharing a PDF to Xodo could sometimes cause a crash.

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.1.1
                            2014-01-30
                        

                        - Can open Office (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) and image files.
- New text search displays a list of all search results in a document.
- Fixes a bug where sharing a PDF to Xodo could sometimes cause a crash.

                    

                                    
                        
                            3.1.0
                            2014-01-30
                        

                        - Can open Office (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) and image files.
- New text search displays a list of all search results in a document.
- Fixes a bug where sharing a PDF to Xodo could sometimes cause a crash.
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